This corporate headquarters, the first LEED Platinum tower in Europe, is located in Bilbao, Spain. The generally overcast weather of the city presented a challenge to designers seeking to create a light and airy feel for the public spaces. Special attention was given to creating an uplifting quality of light by capitalizing on the materials and the inter-reflections between them. Careful analysis of architectural plans and daylight studies led us to use advanced technologies to generate inventive and unexpected lighting solutions. The designers created a composition that articulates and celebrates the complicated geometry of the structure.

"Torre Iberdrola offered us a rare artistic opportunity to work with an exceptional creative team. In addition, the client allowed us the freedom to be particularly imaginative in our design solutions."
— Francesca Bettridge, Cline Bettridge Bernstein Lighting Design

"The rivers of light in the floor are perfectly integrated, creating an unexpected sculptural surprise that is at the same time a critical element of the architectural composition and illuminated environment."
— Scott Herrick, LUMEN Awards Judge, HLW International LLP